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Executive summary
KaiNav Conservation Foundation, in partnership with KaiNav Conservation Africa has
developed the Wilderness Excursion Program. The Wilderness Excursion Program combines
wildlife and environmental research and monitoring with awareness and education to
create specialised, experience based excursions through Africa’s unique natural heritage.
The Wilderness Excursion Program is an environmental education and training program,
committed to providing students with the knowledge and respect for the natural world
required to produce the world’s next generation of nature’s custodians. Linked to KaiNav
Conservation Foundation’s ongoing research and monitoring projects, our Wilderness
Excursion Program consists of different lesson plans (wilderness excursions) developed and
designed to provide career awareness and guidance for students interested in wildlife and
the environment, providing an enjoyable yet educational and beneficial journey through
nature.
Anti-Snare Poaching Wilderness Excursion summary
The Anti-Snare Poaching Wilderness Excursion is focused on introducing students to the
concept of wildlife poaching, the different types of poaching and help them gain an
understanding of the threat posed by snare poaching (in particular) to South Africa’s natural
heritage. During the Anti-Snare Poaching Wilderness Excursion, students will be
accompanying the KaiNav Conservation Foundation research team on a field survey, to
monitor, record and remove poachers’ snares, becoming a vital part of the snare poaching
research team. Students will learn about monitoring techniques and procedures, assist in
hands-on wildlife conservation and research, all while learning about what being an
environmental researcher entails. Students will learn about how poachers target wildlife
and natural areas, affording them the knowledge necessary to identify potential poaching
danger areas. Students will also learn and experience how environmental scientists use
technology to gather data and study wildlife poaching.
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This lesson plan incorporates aspects of the school curriculum in the fields of natural
science, geography and technology to provide quality career awareness and guidance in the
environmental sciences. Students will be introduced to concepts such as environmental
awareness and conservation while gaining an understanding of what a career in the
environmental sciences entails.
The Anti-Snare Poaching Wilderness Excursion is between three and a half to four hours
long and will introduce students to techniques, logistics, ethics and goals of wildlife
conservation and research. Each lesson plan is developed and designed to be experiential,
giving students an opportunity to play an active role in wildlife research and conservation.
Program Itinerary
Time

Description

07H00 – 07H30

Arrive at the Cradle Nature Reserve and
meet with the KaiNav Conservation
Foundation team leader

07H30 – 08H00

Group briefing including introduction to the
reserve, the Anti-Snare Poaching
Wilderness Excursion, poaching in general,
safety procedures and general
requirements/preparation (make sure
everyone has water, hats sunscreen etc.)

08H00 – 09H00

Interpretive nature walk to snare staging
area. Students are introduced to different
snares and placement characteristics. A
brief training is done, and students are
allowed to search for the “mock” snares
placed in a defined area.

09H00 – 11H00

After finding all “mock” snares, the
interpretive nature/snare walk begins
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through the nature reserve. The KaiNav
Conservation Foundation research team
will teach the students about the wildlife,
plants and ecosystems the group
encounters while actively searching for
snares placed by poachers. When snares
are found the students will become actively
involved in recording, removing and
cataloguing them.
11H00 – 11H30

Group returns back to the
campsite/reception for a debrief and
question and answer session with the
KaiNav Conservation Foundation research
team.

*Note – In the event of an animal being found alive in a snare, the nature/snare walk will
then become a rescue operation. The students will assist the KaiNav Conservation
Foundation and the veterinary team (if necessary) to rescue and release the animal.
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Executive summary
KaiNav Conservation Foundation, in partnership with KaiNav Conservation Africa has
developed the Wilderness Excursion Program. The Wilderness Excursion Program combines
wildlife and environmental research and monitoring with awareness and education to
create specialised, experience based excursions through Africa’s unique natural heritage.
The Wilderness Excursion Program is an environmental education and training program,
committed to providing students with the knowledge and respect for the natural world
required to produce the world’s next generation of nature’s custodians. Linked to KaiNav
Conservation Foundation’s ongoing research and monitoring projects, our Wilderness
Excursion Program consists of different lesson plans (wilderness excursions) developed and
designed to provide career awareness and guidance for students interested in wildlife and
the environment, providing an enjoyable yet educational and beneficial journey through
nature.
Wildlife After Dark summary
The Wildlife After Dark Wilderness Excursion focuses on introducing students to nocturnal
wildlife species, their unique adaptations and the conservation and research of these
fascinating species and their respective habitats. During this wilderness excursion, students
will be accompanying a KaiNav Conservation Foundation research team on a field survey, to
monitor and record nocturnal predators. The team will be monitoring black-backed jackals
specifically, using a digital calling system and night vision equipment to draw these skittish
predators close to the group in order to count them. Students will also learn about other
nocturnal wildlife species, wildlife monitoring techniques and procedures, assist in hands-on
wildlife conservation and research, all while learning about what being an environmental
researcher entails. Students will learn about how different predators use specialised senses
and adaptations to function in a world of darkness as well as how environmental scientists
use technology to gather data and study such secretive wildlife.
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This lesson plan incorporates aspects of the school curriculum in the fields of natural
science, geography and technology to provide quality career awareness and guidance in the
environmental sciences. Students will be introduced to concepts such as environmental
awareness and conservation while gaining an understanding of what a career in the
environmental sciences entails.
The Wildlife After Dark Wilderness Excursion is between three and a half to four hours long
and will introduce students to techniques, logistics, ethics and goals of wildlife conservation
and research. Each lesson plan is developed and designed to be experiential, giving students
an opportunity to play an active role in wildlife research and conservation.
Program Itinerary
Time

Description

18H30 – 19H00

Arrive at the Cradle Nature Reserve and
meet with the KaiNav Conservation
Foundation team leader

19H00 – 19H30

Group briefing including introduction to the
reserve, the Wildlife After Dark Wilderness
Excursion, nocturnal wildlife in general,
how to use the research equipment, safety
procedures and general
requirements/preparation (make sure
everyone has water, warm jackets etc.)

19H30 – 22H00

The interpretive night drive begins through
the reserve. The group will follow a preplanned route between calling stations. The
KaiNav Conservation Foundation research
team will teach the students about the
wildlife and ecosystems the group
encounters during the drive. At calling
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stations students will actively assist the
research team in spotting, counting and
recording jackals and jackal behaviour,
using the digital calling and nigh vision
equipment and spotlights.
22H00 – 22H30

Group returns back to the
campsite/reception for a debrief and
question and answer session with the
KaiNav Conservation Foundation research
team.

*Note – Depending on the season, The KaiNav Conservation Foundation Research team
will introduce students to nocturnal invertebrate predators (scorpions). Using UV scorpion
torches, the research team will conduct a short scorpion hunt.
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Executive summary
The KaiNav Conservation Foundation is a registered non-profit environmental research and
education organization. We focus on biodiversity conservation, natural resource
management and environmental education.
The Wilderness Excursion Program is an environmental education and training program,
committed to providing students with the knowledge and respect for the natural world
required to produce the world’s next generation of nature’s custodians. Linked to KaiNav
Conservation Foundation’s ongoing research projects, our Wilderness Excursion Program
consists of different lesson plans (wilderness excursions) developed and designed to provide
career awareness and guidance for students interested in wildlife and the environment,
providing an enjoyable yet educational and beneficial journey through nature.
Alien Invader Control Wilderness Excursion summary
The Alien Invader Control Wilderness Excursion is focused on introducing students to the
scourge of alien invasive vegetation and help them gain an understanding of the threat
posed by alien invasive vegetation to South Africa’s unique natural ecosystems and species.
During the Alien Invader Control Wilderness Excursion, students will be accompanying the
KaiNav Conservation Foundation research team on a field survey, to monitor, record and
remove alien invasive vegetation, becoming a vital part of the alien invasive species
research and eradication team. Students will learn about monitoring and removal
techniques and procedures, assist in hands-on environmental conservation and
preservation, all while learning about what being an environmental researcher entails.
Students will learn how to identify alien invasive vegetation species and how these species
impact local ecosystems and species. Students will learn the techniques and procedures
necessary to not only remove alien invasive vegetation, but also manage and monitor
natural vegetation. Students will experience how environmental scientists use technology to
gather data and study ecosystems as a whole.
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This lesson plan incorporates aspects of the school curriculum in the fields of natural
science, geography and technology to provide quality career awareness and guidance in the
environmental sciences. Students will be introduced to concepts such as environmental
awareness and conservation while gaining an understanding of what a career in the
environmental sciences entails.
The Alien Invader Control Wilderness Excursion is between three and a half to four hours
long and will introduce students to techniques, logistics, ethics and goals of environmental
management, conservation and research. Each lesson plan is developed and designed to be
experiential, giving students an opportunity to play an active role in environmental
management and conservation.

For further information on how to book your Wilderness Excursion
contact us on info@kainavconservatioin.org
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